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The following items are presented in this Supporting Information:

• Derivation of an expression for mole fraction-based reaction equilibrium constants (sec-

tion S1),

• Detailed explanation of the input file for chemical reaction equilibrium solver (section

S2),

• Details of computing µ0
i with quantum chemistry calculations and the JANAF tables

(sections S3.1 and S3.2),

• Details of computing µex
i using Brick-CFCMC (section S3.3),

• Simulation details including all force field parameters (section S4),

• Details of accounting for CO2 evaporation in sequential absorption of CO2 and next

H2S (section S5),

• Derivation of an expression for the Henry constant of CO2 in aqueous MDEA solutions

(section S6).
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S1 Derivation of an Expression for Mole Fraction-based

Reaction Equilibrium Constants

Our aim is to derive an expression for the reaction equilibrium constant K as a function

of the standard ideal gas chemical potential of species i (µ0
i ), the excess chemical potential

of species i (µex
i ), and the absolute temperature T . Using the equilibrium condition and

the definitions of chemical potential for solutes and the solvent (Eqs. 3 and 4 of the main

text), we derive an expression for desired equilibrium constant. The equilibrium condition

of reaction j can be expressed as1:

Nspecies∑
i=1

νi,jµi = 0 (S1)

where Nspecies is the number of species involved in reaction j, µi is the chemical potential of

species i, and νi,j is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j. In our method-

ology, we assign positive stoichiometric coefficients to the reaction products while signed

stoichiometric coefficients are assigned to the reactants. The chemical potential of solutes

are calculated using2:

µi = µ0
i + µex

i +RT ln

[
ρi
ρ0

]
(S2)

where ρi is the number density of the solute i in the solvent, ρ0 is the reference number

density of 1 molecule Å−3, µ0
i is the standard state ideal gas chemical potential2,3 of species

i, µex
i is the excess chemical potential of species i, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is

the absolute temperature. The chemical potential of the solvent is computed with ideal gas

reference state using1:

µs = µ0
s + µex

s +RT ln

[
ρpure
ρ0

]
−RT

(
1−Xs

Xs

)
(S3)
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where ρpure is the number density of the pure solvent and Xs is the mole fraction of the

solvent s in the solution (Xs = Ns/Ntotal, Ntotal is the sum of number of molecules of all

species in the solution including the solvent). As an example, let us assume a reaction A +

S ⇌ B + C where S is the solvent. Using Eq. (S1), Eq. (S2), and Eq. (S3), we can write1:

νA,jµ
0
A + νA,jµ

ex
A + νA,jRT ln

[
ρA
ρ0

]
+νB,jµ

0
B + νB,jµ

ex
B + νB,jRT ln

[
ρB
ρ0

]
+νC,jµ

0
C + νC,jµ

ex
C + νC,jRT ln

[
ρC
ρ0

]
+νS,jµ

0
S + νS,jµ

ex
S + νS,jRT ln

[
ρpure
ρ0

]
− νS,jRT

(
1−XS

XS

)
= 0

(S4)

For an arbitrary chemical reaction, this can be rewritten as:

exp

−
Nspecies∑

i=1

νi,j(µ
0
i + µex

i )

RT
+ νs,jln

[
ρpure
ρ0

] (V ρ0)
νtotal,solute,j =

exp

[
−νs,j

(
1−Xs

Xs

)]Nsolute∏
i=1

N
νi,j
i

(S5)

where Nsolute is the number of solutes (excluding the solvent) in the reaction, Ni is the

number molecules of the species i, νs,j are the stoichiometric coefficient of the solvent in

reaction j, and νtotal,solute,j is the sum of the stoichiometric coefficients of all solutes in

reaction j (
∑Nsolute

i=1 νi,j). We define the equilibrium constant of reaction j as:

K ′
j = exp

[
−νS,j

(
1−XS

XS

)]Nsolute∏
i=1

N
νi,j
i (S6)

The left side of the Eq. (S5) can be used to compute the desired equilibrium constant K ′
des

as a function of µ0
i , µex

i , T , and V .
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K ′
j,des = exp

−
Nspecies∑

i=1

νi,j(µ
0
i + µex

i )

RT
+ νS,jln

[
ρpure
ρ0

] (V ρ0)
νtotal,solute,j (S7)

Using the values of µ0
i (computed by quantum chemical calculations2,4), µex

i (computed

by Monte Carlo simulations2,4,5), T , V , and ρpure, we can compute the equilibrium constant

K ′
des for any reaction.

The equilibrium constants can also be defined with the number molecules of each species

or the mole fraction of each species:

Kj =

Nspecies∏
i=1

X
νi,j
i (S8)

where Xi is the mole fraction of species i. Note that the summation in Eq. (S8) includes

the solvent mole fraction and originates from defining the chemical potential of the species

using a pure-liquid reference state6:

µi = µ∗
i +RT ln[Xiγi] (S9)

where γi is the activity coefficient of species i and µ∗
i is the reference chemical potential of

the pure component i in the liquid phase. γi is incorporated into Kj in our calculations and

assumed constant. To convert K ′
j to Kj, we can use:

Kj = K ′
j

X
νs,j
s

exp
[
−νs,j

(
1−Xs

Xs

)](∑Nspecies

i=1 Ni

)νtotal,solute,j (S10)

The desired equilibrium constant Kj (Kj,des) as a function of µ0, µex, T , and V can be

computed as:
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Kj,des = exp

−
Nspecies∑

i=1

νi,j(µ
0
i + µex

i )

RT
+ νs,jln

[
ρpure
ρ0

]+ νs,j

(
1−Xs

Xs

)
(

V ρ0∑Nspecies

i=1 Ni

)νtotal,solute,j

Xνs,j
s

(S11)

This means that Kj,des = Kj at equilibrium. Kj,des can be constant or it can be solved

iteratively for changing values of Xs. In our solver, we solve Kj,des iteratively for changing

values of Xs. That means we compute new values of Xs and Kj,des in every iteration of the

solver and this is continued until the difference between the new Xs and the old Xs no longer

changes.

S2 Input File for the Chemical Reaction Equilibrium Solver

In this section, we explain the input file for our chemical reaction equilibrium solver in

detail. For this purpose, we used the CO2/MDEA/water system as a case study. The

reactions (Reactions R1–R4 of the main text) and the mass balance equations (Eqs. 11–14

of the main text) involved in this system are shown in the Methods section of the main text.

Note that the input file should be in the same directory with main.py and functions.py

for solver to perform properly. An example input file for our solver is:

1 Temperature (K)

2 313.15

3 Number of Species

4 8

5 C0 (initial guess) / [mol/dm3]

6 1.0e-10 3.0e-10 1.0e-10 55.0638 2.500E-05 1.0e-10 1.0e-10 2.5

7 Names of species

8 HCO3- H3O+ CO3-- H2O CO2 OH- MDEAH+ MDEA
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9 Charges

10 -1 1 -2 0 0 -1 1 0

11 Name of the solvent

12 H2O

13 Pure Density of the Solvent / [mol/dm3]

14 55.0638

15 mu^0 species / [kJ/mol] (only for the calculation of desired equilibrium constants)

16 0.0 -171.986 0.0 -858.154 0.0 0.0 -6272.15 -6661.2076

17 mu^ex species / [kJ/mol] (only for the calculation of desired equilibrium constants)

18 0.0 -779.679 0.0 -26.51 0.0 0.0 -553.792 -31.145

19 Impose Ptotal and gas composition? (T=True or F=False)

20 F

21 Ptotal / [kPa] (only used if Ptotal and gas composition is imposed)

22 0.0

23 Gas phase species

24 CO2

25 Gas phase composition (only used if Ptotal and gas composition is imposed)

26 1

27 mu^ex gases / [kJ/mol]

28 0.41013

29 Ctotal,gas / [mol/dm3] (Total concentration of the gases in liquid phase)

30 2.500E-05 4.059E-05 6.592E-05 1.070E-04 1.738E-04 2.822E-04 4.582E-04 7.441E-04

31 Number of Reactions

32 4

33 Stoichiometry

34 1 1 0 -2 -1 0 0 0

35 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 0 0
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36 0 1 0 -1 0 0 -1 1

37 0 1 0 -2 0 1 0 0

38 ln(K) for reactions (if QMMC then computed using K_des expression)

39 -18.34 -27.55 QMMC -39.21

40 Number of mass balance equations (excluding charge neutrality)

41 3

42 Balances

43 1 3 5

44 7 8

45 2 4 6

The lines in the input file represent the following:

• Temperature: The absolute temperature.

• Number of Species: Number of species in the liquid phase.

• C0 (initial guess): Initial guess of the composition in the liquid phase. This is a

list of initial concentrations of species in mol dm−3. In our example, we used a lean

solvent (only MDEA and water in the solution) as our initial guess. Note that none

of the concentrations in the initial guess should be zero (due to the boundaries we use

in our solver), instead, one can input a very low concentration. If any concentration

in the initial guess is inputted zero or lower than zero (≤ 0), then it is changed by

10−10 mol dm−3. Although the solver works if the initial guess does not satisfy charge

neutrality, we recommend an initial guess that satisfies charge neutrality for quicker

results. The solver does not print a warning if charge neutrality is not satisfied by the

initial guess and will continue to run.

• Names of species: Names of the species in the liquid phase.

• Charges: Net charges of the molecules/ions in the liquid phase.
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• Name of the solvent: The name of the solvent.

• Pure Density of the Solvent: Density of the pure solvent in mol dm−3. The name

of the solvent and the pure density of the solvent are used to compute the desired

equilibrium constants of reactions using Eq. (S11).

• muˆ0 species: A list of the values of µ0
i in kJmol−1 for the species involved in reac-

tions. Only used if the equilibrium constants are computed using Eq. (S11).

• muˆex species: A list of the values of µex
i in kJmol−1 for the species involved in

reactions. Only used if the equilibrium constants are computed using Eq. (S11).

• Impose Ptotal and gas composition? (T=True or F=False): Are the total gas

pressure and the gas composition imposed in the calculation? If True, the solver

assumes an infinite gas phase and the speciations are computed for all Ptotal (in kPa)

listed in the next line. If the total gas pressure and gas composition are imposed,

no mass balance equation is used for the species in the gas phase since there is mass

transfer from the infinite gas phase to the liquid phase.

• Ptotal / [kPa] (only used if Ptotal and gas composition is imposed): The

list of total gas pressures. Used only if the total gas pressure and gas composition are

imposed to compute the partial pressures of the species in the gas phase.

• Gas phase species: The names of the species in the gas phase.

• Gas phase composition (only used if Ptotal and gas composition is imposed):

The composition of the gas phase. The values in this list are normalized so the values

sum up to 1.

• muˆex gases / [kJ/mol]: The values of µex
i for the gas phase species in the solvent.

• Ctotal,gas / [mol/dm3] (Total concentration of the gases in liquid phase):

A list of concentrations on the gas phase species in the liquid phase in mol dm−3. Only
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used if the total gas pressure and gas composition are not imposed.

• Number of Reactions: Number of reactions in the liquid phase.

• Stoichiometry: The stoichiometric coefficients of all species for each reaction.

• ln(K) for reactions: The mole fraction-based equilibrium constants for each reac-

tion in the liquid phase. In case the desired equilibrium constant should be computed

using Eq. (S11), the input should be “QMMC”.

• Number of mass balance equations: Number of mass balance equations.

• Balances: A list of species involved in each mass balance equation. For example,

the line “1 3 5” shows that the species at the first, third and fifth place in the names

line (HCO−
3 , CO2−

3 , and CO2) are included in the first mass balance equation (CO2

balance).

S3 Computing µ0
i and µex

i of the Species

S3.1 Computing µ0
i using quantum chemistry calculations

Quantum chemistry calculations2,4 or thermodynamic data sets such as the JANAF tables7,8

can be used to compute molecular partition functions of isolated molecules. Molecular parti-

tion functions can be used to compute heat capacities, internal energies, or chemical poten-

tials of species2,9. In this section, we explain how to obtain the standard ideal gas chemical

potential of species using the Gaussian09 software10. For more detail on molecular partition

functions, the reader is referred to Refs.2,9. The standard ideal gas chemical potential can

be computed using the molecular partition function using2,9:

µ0
i = −RT ln

[
q0,i
ρ0Λ3

i

]
−D0,i (S12)
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where µ0
i is the standard ideal gas chemical potential of species i, R is the ideal gas constant,

T is the absolute temperature, q0,i is the molecular partition function (excluding the trans-

lational part) of the molecule with the ground state energy of the molecule is taken as zero2,

ρ0 is the reference number density of 1 molecule Å−3, Λi is the thermal de Broglie wavelength

of molecule i, and D0,i is the atomization energy of molecule i, which is the energy required

to break all bonds in the molecule11 (D0,i > 0). The atomization energy of molecule i can

be computed using2,10:

D0,i =

Natoms,i∑
j=1

yjεe,j − εe,i − εZPE,i (S13)

where Natoms,i is the number of atoms in the molecule i, yj is the number of atoms of type j

in molecule i, εe,j is the electronic energy of the atom of type j, εe,i is the electronic energy

of molecule i, and εZPE,i is the zero point vibrational energy of molecule i (the vibrational

energy at the ground state). The definition of µ0
i in Eq. (S12) is consistent with the reference

state of the chemical potential used in the definitions of Eq. (S2) and Eq. 3 of the main

text. As explained in the main text, other definitions of the reference state of the chemical

potential are also possible. Eq. (S2) and Eq. (S12) are consistent with Brick-CFCMC2,5,12.

It should be noted that Gaussian0910 does not print the electronic energies of individual

atoms when the energy of a molecule is computed. Therefore, the electronic energies of

individual atoms must be computed separately. It is also important that the zero point

energy is included in the electronic energy computed by Gaussian09, so the zero point energy

should not be subtracted from the electronic energies of the individual atoms (Eq. (S13)).

Also, larger molecules such as MDEA and MEA has many different conformers with different

ground state energies. A conformer search must be performed for these type of molecules to

obtain the free energies of conformers. Although the conformers with similar free energies

can be accounted using a “lumping” procedure13, we only use the conformer with minimum

free energy since the differences between the free energy of the conformer with minimum free

energy and the free energies of the other conformers are large (>> 1 kBT ). The standard
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state ideal chemical potential of a molecule can be computed using Gaussian09 (with the

Freq keyword). However, Gaussian09 uses a different reference state (P0 = 1bar) than

Brick-CFCMC (ρ0 = 1 molecule Å−3). The standard state ideal gas chemical potential at

the Gaussian09 reference state (µG
i ) can be computed using:

µG
i = −RT ln

[
q0,ikBT

P0Λ3
i

]
−D0,i (S14)

Also in Eq. (S14), q0,i is used with the ground state energy of the molecule as a reference.

The value of the term q0,ikBT

P0Λ3
i

and its natural logarithm can be computed by Gaussian0910

when frequency calculations are enabled (with the Freq keyword). The logarithm term in

Eq. (S14) is printed by Gaussian0910 in the thermochemistry section of the output file. The

line “Total V=0” in the table where “Q” is tabulated shows the term q0,ikBT

P0Λ3
i

and its natural

logarithm. We can use this value tabulated in the thermochemistry section of Gaussian09

output directly in Eq. (S14). To use the values of µG
i computed by Gaussian09 in CASpy (or

Brick-CFCMC2,5,12), a conversion is needed to the correct reference state. The conversion

from µG
i (Eq. (S14)) to µ0

i (Eq. (S12)) can be performed using:

µ0
i = µG

i +RT ln

[
kBTρ0
P0

]
(S15)

As an example, we will compute the value of µ0
i for water at 313.15K. We optimized

and computed free energy of water at 313.15K using the G4 method. Below the input file

to compute the value of µ0
i for water using Gaussian0910 can be found:

1 %Chk=h2o.chk

2 #p G4 Opt Freq pop=(nbo,esp) Temperature=313.15 Volume

3

4 H2O

5

6 0 1
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7 O 0.00000 -0.11195 0.00000

8 H -0.78304 0.49423 0.00000

9 H 0.78304 0.49423 0.00000

We show a small part of the Gaussian0910 output below.

1 ...

2 -------------------

3 - Thermochemistry -

4 -------------------

5 Temperature 313.150 Kelvin. Pressure 1.00000 Atm.

6 Atom 1 has atomic number 8 and mass 15.99491

7 Atom 2 has atomic number 1 and mass 1.00783

8 Atom 3 has atomic number 1 and mass 1.00783

9 Molecular mass: 18.01056 amu.

10 Principal axes and moments of inertia in atomic units:

11 1 2 3

12 Eigenvalues -- 2.26052 4.11754 6.37806

13 X 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000

14 Y 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000

15 Z 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000

16 This molecule is an asymmetric top.

17 Rotational symmetry number 2.

18 Rotational temperatures (Kelvin) 38.31594 21.03534 13.57997

19 Rotational constants (GHZ): 798.37555 438.30579 282.96103

20 Zero-point vibrational energy 56124.9 (Joules/Mol)

21 13.41416 (Kcal/Mol)

22 Vibrational temperatures: 2405.69 5472.96 5621.88

23 (Kelvin)
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24

25 Zero-point correction= 0.021377 (Hartree/Particle)

26 Thermal correction to Energy= 0.024355

27 Thermal correction to Enthalpy= 0.025347

28 Thermal correction to Gibbs Free Energy= 0.002646

29 Sum of electronic and zero-point Energies= -76.404700

30 Sum of electronic and thermal Energies= -76.401722

31 Sum of electronic and thermal Enthalpies= -76.400730

32 Sum of electronic and thermal Free Energies= -76.423431

33

34 E (Thermal) CV S

35 KCal/Mol Cal/Mol-Kelvin Cal/Mol-Kelvin

36 Total 15.283 6.016 45.490

37 Electronic 0.000 0.000 0.000

38 Translational 0.933 2.981 34.852

39 Rotational 0.933 2.981 10.629

40 Vibrational 13.416 0.054 0.008

41 Q Log10(Q) Ln(Q)

42 Total Bot 0.693662D-01 -1.158852 -2.668356

43 Total V=0 0.159514D+09 8.202800 18.887645

44 Vib (Bot) 0.435059D-09 -9.361452 -21.555540

45 Vib (V=0) 0.100046D+01 0.000200 0.000461

46 Electronic 0.100000D+01 0.000000 0.000000

47 Translational 0.339657D+07 6.531040 15.038276

48 Rotational 0.469418D+02 1.671560 3.848908

49

50 ...
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51 Temperature= 313.150000 Pressure= 1.000000

52 E(ZPE)= 0.021065 E(Thermal)= 0.024044

53 E(CCSD(T))= -76.207699 E(Empiric)= -0.027788

54 DE(Plus)= -0.012885 DE(2DF)= -0.074805

55 E(Delta-G3XP)= -0.085401 DE(HF)= -0.009735

56 G4(0 K)= -76.397249 G4 Energy= -76.394271

57 G4 Enthalpy= -76.393279 G4 Free Energy= -76.415980

58 1\1\GINC-C061\Mixed\G4\G4\H2O1\MPOLAT\17-Jun-2022\0\\#p G4 Opt Freq po

59 p=(nbo,esp) Temperature=313.15 Volume\\H2O\\0,1\O,0,0.,-0.1042712687,0

60 .\H,0,-0.7563319142,0.4903906343,0.\H,0,0.7563319142,0.4903906343,0.\\

61 Version=EM64L-G09RevB.01\State=1-A1\MP2/GTBas1=-76.1967582\MP4/GTBas1=

62 -76.2072004\CCSD(T)/G3Bas1=-76.2076993\MP2/GTBas2=-76.2095143\MP4/GTBa

63 s2=-76.2200856\MP2/GTBas3=-76.2673009\MP4/GTBas3=-76.2820058\HF/GTLarg

64 eXP=-76.0573671\MP2/GTLargeXP=-76.3654584\HF/GFHFB1=-76.0648885\HF/GFH

65 FB2=-76.0666683\G4=-76.3972495\FreqCoord=0.,-0.1970441413,0.,-1.429260

66 1835,0.926703997,0.,1.4292601835,0.926703997,0.\PG=C02V [C2(O1),SGV(H2

67 )]\NImag=0\\0.66772935,0.,0.45904202,0.,0.,-0.00003485,-0.33386467,0.1

68 9890011,0.,0.36695722,0.26249795,-0.22952101,0.,-0.23069903,0.21793357

69 ,0.,0.,0.00001743,0.,0.,-0.00009409,-0.33386467,-0.19890011,0.,-0.0330

70 9255,-0.03179892,0.,0.36695722,-0.26249795,-0.22952101,0.,0.03179892,0

71 .01158744,0.,0.23069903,0.21793357,0.,0.,0.00001743,0.,0.,0.00007667,0

72 .,0.,-0.00009409\\0.,-0.00012296,0.,0.00010199,0.00006148,0.,-0.000101

73 99,0.00006148,0.\\\@

74 Job cpu time: 0 days 0 hours 0 minutes 27.4 seconds.

75 File lengths (MBytes): RWF= 18 Int= 0 D2E= 0 Chk= 3

76 Scr= 1

77 Normal termination of Gaussian 09 at Fri Jun 17 15:41:48 2022.
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78 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

The Gaussian0910 output shows that the natural logarithm of the term q0,i(T )kBT

P0Λ3 (P0 =

1bar) is computed as 18.89 (the line with “Total V=0” in thermochemistry section of the

output, line 43), the electronic energy (including the zero-point energy) of the molecule is

computed as -76.40 Hartree (−2.01 × 105 kJmol−1) (line 56). From seperate calculations,

we computed the electronic energy of a hydrogen atom and an oxygen atom as -0.50 Hartree

(−1.31× 103 kJmol−1) and -75.05 Hartree (−1.97× 105 kJmol−1) at 313.15K, respectively.

Using Eq. (S13), we computed the atomization energy D0,water as 916.06 kJmol−1. Using

Eq. (S14), and Eq. (S15), we compute the value of µ0
i of water as -965.23 kJmol−1 at 313.15K.

S3.2 Computing µ0
i using the JANAF tables

Thermodynamic data sets such as the JANAF tables can also be used to compute µ0
i of a

molecule. The JANAF tables provide thermodynamic functions and parameters such as the

Gibbs free energy, the enthalpy of formation, and heat capacity7,8 as a function of tempera-

ture. As explained in the previous section, we use the ground state energy as the reference

state in our calculations, so the Gibbs free energy values should be shifted to the enthalpy

at T = 0K. JANAF tables use the same reference state as Gaussian09 (P0 = 1bar). There-

fore, we use the same symbol for the standard state ideal gas chemical potential computed

using the JANAF tables as the standard state ideal gas chemical potential computed using

Gaussian09 (µG
i ). Note that µG

i should be converted to µ0
i using Eq. (S15) to use the correct

reference state in Brick-CFCMC2,5 or CASpy. The standard ideal gas chemical potential of

a molecule can be computed in terms of the entries in JANAF tables using2:

µG
i = [G0

i (T )−H0
i (Tr)]− [H0

i (0K)−H0
i (Tr)]−D0,i (S16)

where G0
i is the standard ideal gas Gibbs free energy of molecule i, H0

i is the standard

enthalpy of molecule i, T is the absolute temperature, and Tr is the reference temperature
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(Tr = 298.15K for the JANAF tables). The terms−[G0
i (T )−H0

i (Tr)]/T and [H0
i (T )−H0

i (Tr)]

reported in the JANAF tables can be used to compute the terms [G0
i (T ) − H0

i (Tr)] and

[H0
i (0K) −H0

i (Tr)] in Eq. (S16). The atomization energy D0,i can also be computed using

the JANAF tables using the difference between the enthalpy of formation of the molecule

and the enthalpy of formation of the individual atoms2:

D0,i =

Natoms,i∑
j=1

yj∆fH
0
j (0K)−∆fH

0
i (0K) (S17)

where Natoms,i is the number of atoms in molecule i, yj denotes the number of atoms of type

j in molecule i, and ∆fH
0 is the enthalpy of formation as tabulated in the JANAF tables.

As an example, we compute µ0
i of water at 313.15K. The terms −[G0

i (T )−H0
i (Tr)]/T and

[H0
i (0K)−H0

i (Tr)] are reported as 188.87 JK−1mol−1 and −9.904 kJmol−1 for water, respec-

tively. Also, ∆fH
0
H2O

(0K), ∆fH
0
H(0K), and ∆fH

0
O(0K) are listed in the JANAF tables as

−238.921 kJmol−1, 216.035 kJmol−1, and 246.79 kJmol−1, respectively. Using the values of

∆fH
0
i (0K) and Eq. (S17), we computed the atomization energy D0,water as 917.84 kJmol−1.

The D0,water computed using quantum chemical calculations (916.06 kJmol−1) is in excel-

lent agreement with the D0,water computed using the JANAF tables. More accurate values

of D0,i with more accurate quantum chemistry composite methods can be obtained, as the

value of µ0
i is sensitive to the value of D0,i (Eq. (S12)). Using Eq. (S16) and Eq. (S15), we

computed µ0
i of water as -986.83 kJmol−1. The difference between the value of µ0

i computed

using quantum chemistry (-965.23 kJmol−1, see the previous section) and the value of µ0
i

computed using JANAF tables is ca. 21 kJmol−1 which is well beyond the chemical accu-

racy of 4.18 kJmol−1 (1 kcalmol−1). More accurate values of µ0
i can be obtained using other

quantum chemistry composite methods which is beyond the scope of this manuscript14.
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S3.3 Computing µex
i using Brick-CFCMC

Brick-CFCMC is an open source Monte Carlo simulation software to compute the phase

and reaction equilibria2,5. Brick-CFCMC uses the efficient Continuous Fractional Compo-

nent Monte Carlo (CFCMC) method2,5,12,15–17 for molecule insertions and deletions which

allows us to compute partial molar properties and µex
i . The CFCMC method uses a so-called

“fractional” molecule group to compute partial molar properties and the values of µex
i . An

interaction scaling factor λ is used to scale the interactions of the fractional molecule group

with the surrounding molecules. At λ = 1, the fractional molecule group has full interactions

with the surrounding molecules while at λ = 0, the fractional molecule group has no inter-

actions with the surrounding molecules. To compute µex
i , we can use two different methods

implemented in Brick-CFCMC. The first method is the “probability” route and it uses the

probability distribution of the interaction scaling factor λ at λ = 1 and λ = 0 to compute

µex
i :2,5

µex
i = −RT ln

[
p(λi = 1)

p(λi = 0)

]
(S18)

where p(λi = 1) and p(λi = 0) are the probabilities of λ = 1 and λ = 0, respectively.

This method requires a flat distribution of (observed) λ and this is obtained using a biasing

function2,5,12,15–17. A rule of thumb for the flat distribution of λ is that the difference between

the maximum and minimum probabilities should be lower than 20%. The second method

is thermodynamic integration5. In thermodynamic integration, we use the average value of

the derivative of the potential energy with respect to λ,
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
, and compute µex

i using4,5:

µex
i =

∫ 1

0

dλ

〈
∂U

∂λ

〉
NPT

(S19)

It is very challenging to obtain a flat probability distribution of λ in a single simulation

for large and/or polar molecules5. As mentioned in the methodology section of the main

text, we need to compute µex
i of ionic and/or large molecules such as the hydronium ion

(H3O
+) and the protonated MDEA ion (MDEAH+). Using thermodynamic integration, a
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flat probability distribution of λ is not required since
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
term can be computed from

independent MC simulations at different and fixed λ values. Therefore, the thermodynamic

integration as implemented in Brick-CFCMC is used to compute µex
i in this study. The

term
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
can only be computed for one charge-neutral fractional group2,5. The fractional

group can consist of multiple molecules or ions. In this study, we computed the µex
i of the

reactants and reaction products of MDEAH+ dissociation reaction. As the fractional group

should be charge-neutral, an HCO−
3 ion is added to the fractional groups. For example, µex

i

of the reactants of the MDEAH+ dissociation reaction (reaction R3 of the main text) can be

computed using a fractional group consisting of one MDEAH+ ion, one H2O molecule, and

one HCO−
3 ion. µex

i of reaction products of MDEAH+ dissociation reaction can be computed

using a fractional group consisting of one MDEA molecule, one H3O
+ ion, and one HCO−

3

ion. In this way, we can compute the difference between µex
i of MDEAH+ +H2O and µex

i of

MDEA+H3O
+ (because the excess chemical potential of HCO−

3 cancels out).

Table S1: The list of fractional groups for which we computed µex
i and the molecules included

in the fractional groups.

Fractional group name Molecules or ions included in fractional group

MDEA MDEA
H2O H2O
CO2 CO2

H2S H2S
MDEAH+ + HCO−

3 MDEAH+ and HCO−
3

H3O
+ + HCO−

3 H3O
+ and HCO−

3

S4 Simulation Details

For thermodynamic integration, we used 50 equidistant and fixed values of λ with two addi-

tional simulations at λ = 10−6 and λ = 1− 10−6 to increase the accuracy of thermodynamic

integration. In these simulations, a simulation box of 300 water molecules and a single frac-

tional group (see Table S1) was used. Initial configurations for these simulations were created
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by randomly inserting molecules to a simulation box with a length of 20.8Å. The random

insertion of molecules into the simulation box causes atomic overlaps and these overlaps were

eliminated by 103 initialization cycles in which only single molecule translation and single

molecule rotation trial moves were performed. The initialization cycles were followed by

106 equilibration cycles and 106 production cycles. For every MC cycle, N MC trial moves

were performed where N is the number of molecules in the simulation box. In the equilibra-

tion and production cycles, single molecule translations (48.49%), single molecule rotations

(48.49%), hybrid MD/MC translations (0.01%), hybrid MD/MC rotations (0.01%)5, volume

changes (1%), bond bending (1%), and torsion (1%) trial moves were performed with fixed

probabilities. The time step and the number of time steps for hybrid MD/MC trial moves

were set as 5 fs and 2 MD cycles, respectively. In the MC simulations, a 10Å distance was

used as the LJ cutoff distance and analytic tail corrections18 were applied. The electrostatic

potential was computed using the Ewald summation19.We set the Ewald summation param-

eters to 10Å and 0.32Å−1 for the cutoff radius and the damping parameter, respectively.

After the MC simulations, a spline was fitted to the
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
values as a function of λ and

the spline was integrated from λ = 0 to λ = 1 to compute µex
i (Eq. (S19)). The computed

values of µex
i were not corrected for the finite-size effects20,21 since the corrections were found

insignificant.

For the computation of µex
i of all species, the TIP3P22 force field was used for (rigid)

water molecules. We used the TIP3P22 force field for water because µex
i of water computed

using TIP3P force field agrees much better with µex
i measured using empirical data than the

TIP4P or TIP5P force fields23. For MDEA, MDEAH+, and (rigid) HCO−
3 , we used either

the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)24 or the OPLS-AA force field25,26. The electrostatic

potential energy grid of the molecules were computed using the Merz-Kollman scheme27

in Gaussian0910 at HF/6-31G* level of theory. The electrostatic potentials computed by

Gaussian09 were then fitted with Antechamber package28 using a two-step Restrained Elec-

trostatic Potential Surface (RESP) fitting method. The RESP fitted point charges were used
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as the point charges of GAFF. The parameters for the OPLS-AA force field with 1.14*CM1A

point charges were generated using the LibParGen web server29. We used the TraPPE30 and

the force field from Kristóf and Lizsi31 for CO2 and H2S molecules, respectively. All force

field parameters used in this study are listed in tables S1–S17. The force field parameters for

unlike LJ interactions were computed using Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules18 except for the

TraPPE CO2 and TIP3P water molecules. The LJ interactions between TraPPE CO2 and

TIP3P water molecules were computed using the optimized potential for CO2/H2O mixtures

developed by Orozco et al.32 (Table S6).

For flexible molecules (MDEA and MDEAH+), the bond lengths are fixed. For flexible

molecules, the bending potential was computed using2:

UBending =
K

2
(θ − θ0)

2 (S20)

where K is the bending constant, θ is the bending angle, θ0 is the bending angle at equilib-

rium. For the GAFF24, the torsion potential was computed using2,33:

UTorsion =
5∑

i=0

picos
i(ϕ) (S21)

where p0..p5 are the torsion constants and ϕ is the torsion angle. For the OPLS-AA force

field, the torsion potential was computed using2,25,26:

UTorsion =
K1

2
(1 + cosϕ) +

K2

2
(1− cos2ϕ) +

K3

2
(1 + cos3ϕ) +

K4

2
(1− cos4ϕ) (S22)

where K1..K4 are the torsion constants and ϕ is the torsion angle.
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Table S2: The atom types and coordinates of the TIP3P22 water molecule.

Atom type x / [Å] y / [Å] z / [Å]

O 0.000 0.000 0.000
H -0.757 0.586 0.000
H 0.757 0.586 0.000

Table S3: Non-bonded interaction parameters for water. The TIP3P force field22 was used.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

O 76.5414 3.15061 -0.834
H 0.00000 0.00000 0.417

Table S4: The atom types and coordinates of the TraPPE30 CO2 molecule.

Atom type x / [Å] y / [Å] z / [Å]

C 1.16 0.00 0.00
O 0.00 0.00 0.00
O 2.32 0.00 0.00

Table S5: Non-bonded interaction parameters for carbon dioxide. The TraPPE force field30

was used.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

O 79.0 3.05 -0.35
C 27.0 2.80 0.70

Table S6: Non-bonded interaction parameters between carbon dioxide and water. The opti-
mized potential developed by Orozco et al.32 was used.

Atoms ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å]

OCO2 −OH2O 79.14 3.058
CCO2 −OH2O 53.04 3.052

Table S7: The atom types and coordinates of the H2S molecule. The force field from Kristóf
and Lizsi31 was used.

Atom type x / [Å] y / [Å] z / [Å]

S 0.000 0.000 0.000
H 0.964 -0.931 0.000
H -0.964 -0.931 0.000
X 0.000 -0.186 0.000
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Table S8: Non-bonded interaction parameters for hydrogen sulfide. The force field from
Kristóf and Lizsi31 was used. “X” designates the dummy charge in the force field.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

S 250.0 3.73 0.40
H 0.000 0.00 0.25
X 0.000 0.00 -0.90

Table S9: The atom types and coordinates of the rigid HCO−
3 ion.

Atom type x / [Å] y / [Å] z / [Å]

OH -0.724 -0.764 0.0
O 1.521 -0.541 0.0
O 0.182 1.301 0.0
C 0.446 0.096 0.0
HO -0.306 -1.632 0.0

Table S10: Non-bonded interaction parameters for HCO−
3 . For Lennard-Jones (LJ) inter-

actions, the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)24 was used. For electrostatic interactions,
two-step RESP fitted point charges28 were used. The point charges listed in this table sum
up to -1.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

OH 105.8792 3.06469 -0.728557
O 105.6775 2.95992 -0.826268
C 43.27747 3.39967 1.057315
HO 0.000000 0.00000 0.323778

Table S11: The atom types and coordinates of the rigid H3O
+ ion34.

Atom type x / [Å] y / [Å] z / [Å]

OH -0.00044 -0.00003 0.04871
HO -0.01990 -0.94884 -0.19579
HO 0.82552 0.44398 -0.23683
HO -0.80407 0.47899 -0.24304

Table S12: Non-bonded interaction parameters for H3O
+. For H3O

+ ions, the force field
developed by Noroozi and Smith34 was used. The point charges listed in this table sum up
to 1.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

OH 76.54135 3.15061 -1.2797
HO 1.000000 1.00000 0.7599
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Figure S1: Schematic representation showing atom type designations of the MDEA molecule
for the GAFF24.

Table S13: Non-bonded interaction parameters for MDEA. For Lennard-Jones (LJ) inter-
actions, the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)24 was used. For electrostatic interactions,
two-step RESP fitted point charges28 were used. The point charges of the MDEA molecule
sum up to zero. Fig. S1 shows the atom types designation of MDEA for the GAFF24.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

OH 105.8789 3.06647 -0.715283
N3 85.54849 3.25000 -0.495858
C31 55.05302 3.39967 0.024816
C32 55.05302 3.39967 -0.041777
C33 55.05302 3.39967 0.290555
H11 7.900655 2.47135 0.060612
H12 7.900655 2.47135 0.059755
H13 7.900655 2.47135 0.015339
HO 0.000000 0.00000 0.427195

Table S14: Bond lengths of the MDEA molecule with the General Amber Force field
(GAFF)24. The bond lengths are fixed in MC simulations.

Bond Bond length / [Å]

OH_HO 0.96
OH_C33 1.42
N3_C31 1.46
N3_C32 1.46
C31_H11 1.09
C31_C33 1.53
C32_H12 1.09
C33_H13 1.09
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Table S15: Bending potential parameters, the equilibrium angle (θ0) and the bending con-
stant (K) of the MDEA molecule for the GAFF24. The bending potential was computed
using Eq. (S20). Fig. S1 shows the atom types designation of MDEA for the GAFF24.

Bending θ0 / [°] K/kB / [Krad−2]

OH_C33_C31 110.19 67935.6
OH_C33_H13 110.26 51228.3
N3_C31_C33 111.04 66426.1
N3_C31_H11 109.88 49819.9
N3_C32_H12 109.88 49819.9
C31_N3_C32 112.35 64211.9
C31_C33_H13 109.56 46700.0
C33_OH_HO 107.26 47705.5
C33_C31_H11 109.56 46700.0
H11_C31_H11 108.46 39453.5
H12_C32_H12 108.46 39453.5
H13_C33_H13 108.46 39453.5

Table S16: Torsion potential parameters of the MDEA molecule for the GAFF24. The
torsion potential was computed using Eq. (S21). Fig. S1 shows the atom types designation
of MDEA for the GAFF24. The values of p4 and p5 are zero for all torsions in the MDEA
molecule.

Torsion p0/kB / [K] p1/kB / [K] p2/kB / [K] p3/kB / [K]

N3_C31_C33_OH 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
OH_C33_C31_H11 125.81 -125.81 0.0 0.0
N3_C31_C33_H13 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
C31_N3_C31_C33 634.07 452.9 -483.10 -603.87
C31_N3_C31_H11 150.97 452.9 0.0 -603.87
C31_N3_C32_H12 150.97 452.9 0.0 -603.87
C31_C33_OH_HO 206.32 115.74 0.0 -322.06
C32_N3_C31_C33 634.07 452.9 -483.10 -603.87
C32_N3_C31_H11 150.97 452.9 0.0 -603.87
H11_C31_C33_H13 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
H13_C33_OH_HO 83.87 251.61 0.0 -335.48
HO_OH_C33_H13 83.87 251.61 0.0 -335.48
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Figure S2: Schematic representation showing atom type designations of the MDEAH+ ion
for the GAFF24.

Table S17: Non-bonded interaction parameters for MDEAH+. For Lennard-Jones (LJ) inter-
actions, the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)24 was used. For electrostatic interactions,
two-step RESP fitted point charges28 were used. The point charges of the MDEAH+ ion
sum up to -1. Fig. S2 shows the atom types designation of MDEAH+ for the GAFF24.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

OH 105.8789 3.06647 -0.700894
N4 85.54849 3.25000 0.168263
C31 55.05302 3.39967 -0.144533
C32 55.05302 3.39967 -0.606302
C33 55.05302 3.39967 0.274300
HX1 7.900655 2.47135 0.124590
HX2 7.900655 2.47135 0.228587
H1 7.900655 2.47135 0.033983
HN 7.900655 2.47135 0.313387
HO 0.000000 0.00000 0.473426

Table S18: Bond lengths of the MDEAH+ ion with the General Amber Force field (GAFF)24.
The bond lengths are fixed in MC simulations.

Bond Bond length / [Å]

OH_HO 0.96
OH_C33 1.42
N4_C31 1.51
N4_C32 1.51
C31_HX1 1.09
C31_C33 1.53
C31_HX1 1.09
C32_HX2 1.09
C33_H1 1.10
N4_HN 1.03
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Table S19: Bending potential parameters, the equilibrium angle (θ0) and the bending con-
stant (K) of the MDEAH+ ion for the GAFF24. The bending potential was computed using
Eq. (S20). Fig. S2 shows the atom types designation of MDEAH+ for the GAFF24.

Bending θ0 / [°] K/kB / [Krad−2]

OH_C33_C31 110.19 67935.6
OH_C33_H1 110.26 51228.3
N4_C31_C33 114.21 64618.8
N4_C31_HX1 108.01 48913.0
N4_C32_HX2 108.01 48913.0
C31_N4_C31 109.66 63004.3
C31_N4_C32 109.66 63004.3
C31_N4_HN 110.11 46196.0
C31_C33_H1 109.56 46700.0
C32_N4_HN 110.11 46196.0
C33_OH_HO 107.26 47705.5
C33_C31_HX1 110.56 46497.9
HX1_C31_HX1 109.75 39453.5
HX2_C32_HX2 109.75 39453.5
H1_C33_H1 108.46 39453.5

Table S20: Torsion potential parameters of the MDEAH+ ion for the GAFF24. The torsion
potential was computed using Eq. (S21). Fig. S2 shows the atom types designation of
MDEAH+ for the GAFF24. The values of p4 and p5 are zero for all torsions in the MDEAH+

ion.

Torsion p0/kB / [K] p1/kB / [K] p2/kB / [K] p3/kB / [K]

N4_C31_C33_OH 72.47 217.39 1308.39 -289.86
OH_C33_C31_HX1 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
N4_C31_C33_H1 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
C31_N4_C31_C33 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
C31_N4_C31_HX1 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
C31_N4_C31_HX2 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
C31_C33_OH_HO 206.32 115.74 0.0 -322.06
C32_N4_C31_C33 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
C32_N4_C31_HX1 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
HN_N4_C31_C33 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
H1_C33_C31_HX1 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
HX1_C31_N4_HN 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
HX1_C32_N4_HN 78.28 234.84 0.0 -313.12
H1_C33_OH_HO 83.87 251.61 0.0 -335.48
C31_C33_OH_HO 206.32 115.74 0.0 -322.06
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Figure S3: Schematic representation showing atom type designations of the MDEA molecule
for the OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Table S21: Non-bonded interaction parameters for MDEA. For Lennard-Jones (LJ) inter-
actions, the OPLS-AA force field25,26 was used. For electrostatic interactions, 1.14*CM1A
point charges35 were used. The point charges of the MDEA molecule sum up to zero. Fig. S3
shows the atom types designation of MDEA for the OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

HO 0.000000 0.00 0.40770
OH 85.548491 3.12 -0.58335
C1 33.212943 3.50 0.00440
C2 33.212943 3.50 -0.01000
C3 33.212943 3.50 0.02920
C4 33.212943 3.50 -0.02180
C5 33.212943 3.50 0.00700
H1 15.096792 2.50 0.10210
H2 15.096792 2.50 0.08810
H3 15.096792 2.50 0.09900
H4 15.096792 2.50 0.08300
H5 15.096792 2.50 0.08090
N1 85.548491 3.30 -0.64670
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Table S22: Bond lengths of the MDEA molecule with the OPLS-AA force field25,26. The
bond lengths are fixed in MC simulations.

Bond Bond length / [Å]

HO_OH 0.96
OH_C1 1.42
C1_C2 1.53
C1_H1 1.10
C2_N1 1.46
C2_H2 1.11
N1_C3 1.46
N1_C4 1.46
C3_C5 1.53
C3_H3 1.11
C4_H4 1.11
C5_H5 1.10
C5_OH 1.42
OH_HO 0.96
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Table S23: Bending potential parameters, the equilibrium angle (θ0) and the bending con-
stant (K) of the MDEA molecule for the OPLS-AA force field25,26. The bending potential
was computed using Eq. (S20). Fig. S3 shows the atom types designation of MDEA for the
OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Bending θ0 / [°] K/kB / [Krad−2]

HO_OH_C1 108.50 55354.9
OH_C1_C2 109.50 50322.6
OH_C1_H1 109.50 35225.8
C1_C2_N1 109.47 56562.7
C1_C2_H2 110.70 37742.0
C2_N1_C3 107.20 52134.2
C2_N1_C4 107.20 52134.2
N1_C3_C5 109.47 56562.7
N1_C3_H3 109.50 35225.8
N1_C4_H4 109.50 35225.8
C3_C5_OH 109.50 50322.6
C3_C5_H5 110.70 37742.0
C5_OH_HO 108.50 55354.9
H4_C4_H4 107.80 33212.9
H3_C3_H3 107.80 33212.9
C5_C3_H3 110.70 37742.0
N1_C2_H2 109.50 35225.8
H4_C4_H4 107.80 33212.9
C5_C3_H3 110.70 37742.0
N1_C2_H2 109.50 35225.8
H5_C5_H5 107.80 33212.9
OH_C5_H5 109.50 35225.8
C2_C1_H1 110.70 37742.0
OH_C5_H5 109.50 35225.8
C2_C1_H1 110.70 37742.0
H2_C2_H2 107.80 33212.9
C3_N1_C4 107.20 52134.2
H1_C1_H1 107.80 33212.9
H4_C4_H4 107.80 33212.9
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Table S24: Torsion potential parameters of the MDEA molecule for the OPLS-AA force
field25,26. The torsion potential was computed using Eq. (S22). Fig. S3 shows the atom
types designation of MDEA for the OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Torsion K1/kB / [K] K2/kB / [K] K3/kB / [K] K4/kB / [K]

C5_C3_N1_C2 215.17 420.00 64.47 -699.51
C5_C3_N1_C4 215.17 420.00 64.47 -699.51
C2_C1_OH_HO -53.40 461.01 87.56 -495.17
C3_N1_C2_C1 215.17 420.00 64.47 -699.51
C4_N1_C2_H2 140.96 422.76 0.00 -563.60
C3_N1_C2_H2 140.96 422.76 0.00 -563.60
H5_C5_C3_H3 75.53 226.48 0.00 -301.89
H2_C2_C1_H1 75.53 226.48 0.00 -301.89
H5_C5_C3_H3 75.53 226.48 0.00 -301.89
H5_C5_C3_N1 -492.64 611.95 356.73 -476.04
H2_C2_C1_OH 117.75 353.24 0.00 -470.99
H4_C4_N1_C2 140.96 422.76 0.00 -563.60
H3_C3_N1_C4 140.96 422.76 0.00 -563.60
H4_C4_N1_C3 140.96 422.76 0.00 -563.60
H3_C3_N1_C2 140.96 422.76 0.00 -563.60
H4_C4_N1_C2 140.96 422.76 0.00 -563.60
H1_C1_OH_HO 88.52 265.69 0.00 -354.33
HO_OH_C5_C3 -53.40 461.01 87.56 -495.17
HO_OH_C5_H5 88.52 265.69 0.00 -354.33
N1_C2_C1_H1 -492.64 611.95 356.73 -476.04
N1_C2_C1_OH 2012.91 -2012.91 0.00 0.00
OH_C5_C3_H3 117.75 353.24 0.00 -470.99
OH_C5_C3_N1 2012.91 -2012.91 0.00 0.00
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Figure S4: Schematic representation showing atom type designations of the MDEAH+ ion
for the OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Table S25: Non-bonded interaction parameters for MDEAH+. For Lennard-Jones (LJ) in-
teractions, the OPLS-AA force field25,26 was used. For electrostatic interactions, 1.14*CM1A
point charges35 were used. The point charges of the MDEAH+ ion sum up to -1. Fig. S4
shows the atom types designation of MDEAH+ for the OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Atom ϵ/kB / [K] σ / [Å] q / [e−]

HO 0.000000 0.00 0.40485
OH 85.548491 3.12 -0.54030
C1 33.212943 3.50 -0.00870
C2 33.212943 3.50 -0.10110
C3 33.212943 3.50 -0.10380
C4 33.212943 3.50 -0.15560
C5 33.212943 3.50 -0.00980
H1 15.096792 2.50 0.11010
H2 15.096792 2.50 0.14220
H3 15.096792 2.50 0.14330
H4 15.096792 2.50 0.13400
H5 15.096792 2.50 0.10990
HX 0.000000 0.00 0.36670
N1 85.548491 3.25 -0.12980
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Table S26: Bond lengths of the MDEAH+ ion with the OPLS-AA force field25,26. The bond
lengths are fixed in MC simulations.

Bond Bond length / [Å]

HO_OH 0.96
OH_C1 1.42
C1_C2 1.53
C1_H1 1.10
C2_N1 1.51
C2_H2 1.09
N1_C3 1.51
N1_C4 1.50
N1_HX 1.03
C3_C5 1.53
C3_H3 1.09
C4_H4 1.09
C5_OH 1.41
C5_H5 1.10
OH_HO 0.96
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Table S27: Bending potential parameters, the equilibrium angle (θ0) and the bending con-
stant (K) of the MDEAH+ ion for the OPLS-AA force field25,26. The bending potential was
computed using Eq. (S20). Fig. S4 shows the atom types designation of MDEAH+ for the
OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Bending θ0 / [°] K/kB / [Krad−2]

HO_OH_C1 108.50 55354.9
OH_C1_C2 109.50 50322.6
OH_C1_H1 109.50 35225.8
C1_C2_N1 111.20 80516.2
C1_C2_H2 110.70 37742.0
C2_N1_C3 113.00 50322.6
C2_N1_C4 113.00 50322.6
C2_N1_HX 107.64 32357.4
N1_C3_C5 111.20 80516.2
N1_C3_H3 109.50 35225.8
N1_C4_H4 109.50 35225.8
C3_C5_OH 109.50 50322.6
C3_C5_H5 110.70 37742.0
C5_OH_HO 108.50 55354.9
C4_N1_HX 107.64 32357.4
C5_C3_H3 110.70 37742.0
OH_C5_H5 109.50 35225.8
H4_C4_H4 107.80 33212.9
N1_C2_H2 109.50 35225.8
H5_C5_H5 107.80 33212.9
C3_N1_HX 107.64 32357.4
C2_C1_H1 110.70 37742.0
C5_C3_H3 110.70 37742.0
H4_C4_H4 107.80 33212.9
H2_C2_H2 107.80 33212.9
C3_N1_C4 113.00 50322.6
H1_C1_H1 107.80 33212.9
OH_C5_H5 109.50 35225.8
H4_C4_H4 107.80 33212.9
H3_C3_H3 107.80 33212.9
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Table S28: Torsion potential parameters of the MDEAH+ ion for the OPLS-AA force
field25,26. The torsion potential was computed using Eq. (S22). Fig. S4 shows the atom
types designation of MDEAH+ for the OPLS-AA force field25,26.

Torsion K1/kB / [K] K2/kB / [K] K3/kB / [K] K4/kB / [K]

C5_C3_N1_C4 365.87 -162.49 62.42 -265.69
C5_C3_N1_C2 365.87 -162.49 62.42 -265.69
C5_C3_N1_HX 87.32 261.96 0.00 -349.28
C2_C1_OH_HO -53.40 461.01 87.56 -495.17
C4_N1_C2_C1 365.87 -162.49 62.42 -265.69
C3_N1_C2_C1 365.87 -162.49 62.42 -265.69
C4_N1_C2_H2 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
C3_N1_C2_H2 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
HX_N1_C2_C1 87.32 261.96 0.00 -349.28
HX_N1_C2_H2 65.67 197.01 0.00 -262.68
H5_C5_C3_H3 75.53 226.48 0.00 -301.89
H2_C2_C1_H1 75.53 226.48 0.00 -301.89
H5_C5_C3_H3 75.53 226.48 0.00 -301.89
H5_C5_C3_N1 96.58 289.86 0.00 -386.44
H2_C2_C1_OH 117.75 353.24 0.00 -470.99
H4_C4_N1_C2 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
H4_C4_N1_C3 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
H3_C3_N1_C4 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
H3_C3_N1_C2 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
H4_C4_N1_C2 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
H3_C3_N1_C4 76.01 227.92 0.00 -303.93
H4_C4_N1_HX 65.67 197.01 0.00 -262.68
H3_C3_N1_HX 65.67 197.01 0.00 -262.68
H4_C4_N1_HX 65.67 197.01 0.00 -262.68
H1_C1_OH_HO 88.52 265.69 0.00 -354.33
HO_OH_C5_C3 -53.40 461.01 87.56 -495.17
HO_OH_C5_H5 88.52 265.69 0.00 -354.33
N1_C2_C1_H1 96.58 289.86 0.00 -386.44
N1_C2_C1_OH 2012.91 -2012.91 0.00 0.00
OH_C5_C3_H3 117.75 353.24 0.00 -470.99
OH_C5_C3_N1 2012.91 -2012.91 0.00 0.00
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S5 Accounting for CO2 Evaporation in Sequential Ab-

sorption of CO2 (First) and H2S (Second)

Dicko et al.36 measured binary absorption of CO2 and H2S sequentially. In their measure-

ments, Dicko et al.36 first loaded 50 wt.% MDEA/water solution with fixed loadings of CO2

and then loaded H2S to the CO2 loaded solution. Dicko et al.36 assumed that the CO2 load-

ing in the solution does not change during H2S absorption. However, CO2 may evaporate

from the solution to the gas phase as the presence of H2S may shift the equilibrium between

CO2 in the gas phase and free CO2 in the liquid phase. For multi-component absorption, our

chemical reaction equilibrium solver was designed to compute simultaneous absorption of all

components in the gas phase. To account for the CO2 evaporation effect in the experiments

by Dicko et al.36, we modified our solver so it also computes the amount of evaporated CO2

to the gas phase during loading with H2S. In these calculations, we first computed the specia-

tion of a CO2 loaded 50.% MDEA/water solution at 323.15K for fixed loadings of CO2 (CO2

loadings of 0.093, 0.306, 0.510, and 0.706 molCO2 mol−1
amine) as explained in the methodology

section of the main text. Next, we computed the speciation of the H2S/CO2/MDEA/water

system using the speciation obtained in the previous computation as an initial guess. In

computing the speciation of the H2S/CO2/MDEA/water system at equilibrium, we have 11

variables (Ni) and 11 equations to solve. To account for the effect of CO2 evaporation in

the experiments of Dicko et al.36, we have one more variable additional to the concentra-

tions of the species in liquid phase (Ni), which is the amount of CO2 evaporated to the gas

phase (NCO2,gas). As a result of this, the CO2 balance in the system has an additional term

NCO2,gas. The CO2 balance in the H2S/CO2/MDEA/water system changes from Eq. 9 of

the main text to:

NCO2,total −
(
NCO2(aq.)

+NHCO−
3
+NCO2−

3
+NCO2,gas

)
= 0 (S23)
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We also have an additional equation derived using the chemical equilibrium between the

free CO2 absorbed in the liquid solution and the CO2 evaporated to the gas phase and the

equilibrium condition (Eq. 1 of the main text):

CO2(g)
−−→←−− CO2(aq.) (SR1)

The chemical equilibrium between the free CO2 absorbed in the liquid solution and the CO2

evaporated to the gas phase can be shown as:

RTNCO2,gas

Vgas

=
NCO2(aq.)

RT

Vliquidexp
[−µex

CO2

RT

] (S24)

which results in:
NCO2,liquid

NCO2,gas

=
Vliquid

Vgas

exp

[−µex
CO2,liquid

RT

]
(S25)

where NCO2,liquid represent the number of molecules of free CO2 in liquid phase, Vliquid is

the volume of the liquid phase, Vgas is the volume of the gas phase, and µex
CO2,liquid

is the

excess chemical potential of CO2 in liquid phase. Note that we used a Vliquid

Vgas
value of 0.3

in these calculations to mimic the conditions in the experiments by Dicko et al.36. In to-

tal, we have 12 variables and 12 equations to solve in computing the speciation of the

H2S/CO2/MDEA/water system while accounting for the effect of evaporating CO2 dur-

ing sequential H2S absorption. We solved the speciation in this system using a numerical

least squares solver for nonlinear equations. Fig. S5 shows the CO2 loading in 50 wt.%

MDEA/water solution at 323.15K as a function of H2S loading during H2S absorption and

comparison with the fixed loading assumption. Results show that the amount of evaporated

CO2 is the highest for the highest initial CO2 loaded solution. For the solution with initial

CO2 loading of 0.093 molCO2 mol−1
amine, the decrease in CO2 loading is between 0.6–26.9% of

the initial loading (5.58×10−4−2.50×10−2 molCO2 mol−1
amine). The decrease in the CO2 load-

ing is between 9.5–44.6% of the initial CO2 loading (6.71×10−2−3.14×10−1 molCO2mol−1
amine)
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for the solution with the highest initial CO2 loading (0.706 molCO2 mol−1
amine) Fig. S6 shows

the H2S partial pressure as a function of the H2S loading at 323.15K for the fixed CO2 load-

ing assumption (no CO2 evaporation), by quantifying the effect of CO2 evaporation, and

experimental results from Dicko et al.36. The computed H2S partial pressures for fixed CO2

loading assumptions are always higher than the H2S partial pressures computed quantifying

the effect of CO2 evaporation. This is expected because there is a lower amount of CO2 for

H2S to compete when we take the effect of CO2 evaporation into account, so H2S can be

absorbed by the solution at lower pressures. However, even with the decrease in H2S partial

pressures, the computed H2S isotherms does not agree with the experimental isotherms36.
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Figure S5: Calculated CO2 loadings as a function of the H2S loadings during H2S absorption
in CO2 loaded 50 wt.% MDEA/water solutions at 323.15K. The dashed lines show the CO2

loading after the correction (desorption of CO2 due to absorption of H2S) while solid lines
show the fixed CO2 loading assumption.
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Figure S6: H2S pressure as a function of H2S loading. Solid lines represent simultaneous
absorption of CO2 and H2S while dashed lines represent sequential absorption of CO2 and
then H2S (accounting for the effect of evaporated CO2). Empty symbols represent the
experimental results from Dicko et al.36. Color codings for solid lines, dashed lines, and
empty symbols follow the color coding in the legend.
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Figure S7: The values of µex
i for CO2 as a function of CO2 loading in 23 wt.% MDEA/water

solutions at 313.15K. To compute the values of µex
i for CO2 for different CO2 loadings, we

changed the composition of the simulation boxes to the speciations reported in Fig. 3 of the
main text. The dashed line represents the computed value of µex

i for CO2 in pure water at
313.15K.
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S6 Derivation of an Expression for the Henry Constant

of CO2 in Aqueous MDEA Solutions

Our aim is to derive an approximate expression for the Henry constant of CO2 in aqueous

MDEA solutions as a function of the equilibrium constants (K) of reactions R1–R4 of the

main text. The Henry constant of CO2 in aqueous MDEA solutions (KH
CO2

) can be expressed

as:

KH
CO2

= lim
PCO2

→0

PCO2

XCO2,total

(S26)

where PCO2 is the partial pressure of CO2 in the gas phase and XCO2,total is the total mole

fraction of the free CO2, HCO−
3 , and CO2−

3 (XCO2,total = XCO2 + XHCO−
3
+ XCO2−

3
). There

is already an expression to compute PCO2 (Eq. 7 of the main text), so we need to derive

an expression for XCO2,total. As PCO2 approaches 0, we assume that the solution is only

composed of water and MDEA (XMDEA +XH2O = 1) and the net charge of the OH− ion is

the only negative charge in the solution that balances the positive charge from the MDEAH+

ion (XMDEAH+ = XOH−) i.e. MDEA is a weak base. By using the equilibrium constant of

reaction R4 (KR4) and replacing XOH− with XMDEAH+ , we obtain an expression for the mole

fraction of the H3O
+ ion:

XH3O+ =
KR4X

2
H2O

XMDEAH+

(S27)

By replacing the term XH3O+ with Eq. (S27) in the equilibrium constant of reaction R3

(KR3), an expression to compute the mole fraction of MDEAH+ is obtained:

XMDEAH+ =

√
KR4XH2OXMDEA

KR3

(S28)
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The mole fraction of free CO2 in the solution can be computed using Eq. 7 of the main text

and total number of molecules (NMDEA +NH2O) as:

XCO2 =
PCO2V exp

[−µex
CO2

RT

]
kBT (NMDEA +NH2O)

(S29)

where V is the volume of the liquid phase, µex
CO2

is the excess chemical potential of CO2, kB

is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. By using the equilibrium

constant of reaction R1 (KR1), we obtain an expression to compute the mole fraction of

HCO−
3 which is:

XHCO−
3
=

KR1XCO2X
2
H2O

XH3O+

(S30)

By using the equilibrium constant of reaction R2 (KR2), we can compute the mole fraction

of CO2−
3 as:

XCO2−
3

=
KR2XHCO−

3
XH2O

XH3O+

(S31)

By summing Eq. (S29), Eq. (S30), and Eq. (S31) up, an expression for XCO2,total is obtained:

XCO2,total =
PCO2V exp

[−µex
CO2

RT

]
kBT (NMDEA +NH2O)

+
KR1XCO2X

2
H2O

XH3O+

+
KR2XHCO−

3
XH2O

XH3O+

(S32)

Because we show the CO2 pressure as a function of the CO2 loading in our isotherms (see

Fig. 5 of the main text), we prefer to compute the Henry coefficient of CO2 as:

KH
CO2

= lim
PCO2

→0

PCO2

αCO2,total

(S33)

where αCO2,total is the total loading of CO2 in the solution in the units of molCO2 mol−1
amine

(αCO2,total = αCO2 + αHCO−
3
+ αCO2−

3
where αCO2 , αHCO−

3
, and αCO2−

3
are the loadings of

free CO2, HCO−
3 , and CO2−

3 , respectively). The mole fractions computed using Eq. (S29),
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Eq. (S30), and Eq. (S31) can be converted to loading αi using:

αi = Xi
(NH2O +NMDEA)

NMDEA

(S34)

When we evaluate Eq. (S27)–Eq. (S31) using the equilibrium constants of the reactions

R1–R4, V , and µex
CO2

at 313.15K and 1.2 × 10−7 kPa for 23 wt.% MDEA/water solutions

(XH2O = 0.957 and XMDEA = 0.043), the approximate mole fractions of the species in

CO2/MDEA/water system are computed. Table S29 shows the mole fractions of the species

and the Henry constant of CO2 in CO2/MDEA/water system computed using Eq. (S27)–

Eq. (S31) and our solver at 313.15K and a low pressure of 1.2 × 10−7 kPa in 23 wt.%

MDEA/water solutions. The results show that the mole fractions and Henry constant com-

puted using Eq. (S27)–Eq. (S31) are in excellent agreement with the mole fractions and

Henry constant computed numerically using our solver.

Table S29: The mole fractions of species and Henry constants of CO2 computed using
Eq. (S27)–Eq. (S31) and our solver at 313.15K and 1.2×10−7 kPa in 23 wt.% MDEA/water
solutions

from Eq. (S27)–Eq. (S31) from CASpy

XMDEAH+ 6.25× 10−5 6.29× 10−5

XH3O+ 1.62× 10−13 1.38× 10−13

XOH− 6.25× 10−5 6.21× 10−5

XCO2 7.10× 10−13 7.10× 10−13

XHCO−
3

4.35× 10−8 5.09× 10−8

XCO2−
3

2.78× 10−7 3.81× 10−7

KH
CO2

/ kPa molamine mol−1
CO2

0.0162 0.0149

Using the expression for the Henry constant, the heat of absorption of species i (∆Hi)

can computed using:

∆Hi =
d
(
ln
[
KH

i

K0

])
d
(

1
RT

) (S35)

where KH
i is the Henry constant of species i and K0 is the arbitrary reference Henry constant

to make the argument of the logarithm dimensionless. However, we feel that computing the
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heat of absorption is out of the scope of this work.
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Table S30: Correlations reported by Plakia et al.37 to compute mole fraction-based equilib-
rium constants of reactions R1-R6 of the main text. The mole fraction-based equilibrium
constants are computed using the expression ln[Kj] = A+ B

T
+C ln[T ] where T is the absolute

temperature.

Reaction A B C

R1 231.465 -12092.1 -36.7816
R2 216.049 -12431.7 -35.4819
R3 -83.4914 -819.7 10.9756
R4 132.899 -13445.9 -22.4773
R5 214.582 -12995.4 -33.5471
R6 -32 -3338 0

Table S31: Computed µex
i of CO2 (TraPPE30 force field with optimized potential for CO2–

H2O interactions32)and H2S (force field from Kristóf and Lizsi31) in water (TIP3P22 force
field) as a function of temperature at 1 bar.

298.15K 313.15K 323.15K

µex
CO2

/ [kJmol−1] -0.563 0.077 0.410
µex
H2S

/ [kJmol−1] -2.514 -2.025 -1.786

Table S32: Comparison of the values of µ0
i and D0,i computed using quantum chemistry

calculations (with the G4 method) and JANAF tables at 313.15K.

Species µ0
G4 / [kJmol−1] µ0

JANAF / [kJmol−1] DG4
0,i / [kJmol−1] DJANAF

0,i / [kJmol−1]

MDEA -7758.70 N/A 7625.75 N/A
MDEAH+ -7428.61 N/A 7338.39 N/A
H2O -965.23 -986.83 916.06 917.78
H3O

+ -338.21 -383.14 284.91 312.91
CO2 -1657.34 -1674.24 1601.81 1597.92
OH− -649.47 -662.88 607.62 600.25
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Table S33: Comparison of the computed values of µex
i in water with available data from

literature and µex
i values derived from Henry constants at 298.15K and 1 bar.

Species Force field µex
i (our calculations) / [kJmol−1] µex

i (literature3) / [kJmol−1] µex
i (from Henry constants) / [kJmol−1]

MDEA GAFF24 -43.77 -43.01 N/A
H2O TIP3P22 -27.83 -28.09 N/A
CO2 TraPPE30 -0.60 1.25 0.4438

H2S K-L31 -2.63 N/A -2.4039

Table S34: Comparison of µ0
i , D0,i, and µG

i values computed using different composite meth-
ods in quantum chemistry calculations at 313.15K.

Species µ0
G3 / [kJmol−1] µ0

G4 / [kJmol−1] µ0
CBS−QB3 / [kJmol−1] µ0

G3B3 / [kJmol−1] Standard deviation

MDEA -7756.55 -7758.7 -7760.17 -7755.58 2.05
H2O -964.11 -965.23 -964.48 -968.09 1.80
MDEAH+ -7425.49 -7428.61 -7431.06 -7425.80 2.62
CO2 -1655.89 -1657.34 -1659.49 -1654.16 2.26
H3O

+ -339.33 -338.21 -336.76 -340.26 1.51
DG3

0 / [kJmol−1] DG4
0 / [kJmol−1] DCBS−QB3

0 / [kJmol−1] DG3B3
0 / [kJmol−1] Standard deviation

MDEA 7653.64 7652.75 7652.14 7652.81 0.62
H2O 915.87 916.06 917.01 916.30 0.50
MDEAH+ 7338.86 7338.39 7338.59 7338.49 0.20
CO2 1602.40 1601.81 1600.93 1601.58 0.61
H3O

+ 284.64 284.91 285.47 285.45 0.41
Species µG

G3 / [kJmol−1] µG
G4 / [kJmol−1] µG

CBS−QB3 / [kJmol−1] µG
G3B3 / [kJmol−1] Standard deviation

MDEA -7784.76 -7786.91 -7788.38 -7783.79 2.05
H2O -992.32 -993.44 -992.69 -996.30 1.80
MDEAH+ -7453.70 -7456.82 -7459.27 -7454.01 2.62
CO2 -1684.10 -1685.55 -1687.70 -1682.37 2.26
H3O

+ -367.54 -366.42 -364.97 -368.47 1.51
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Table S35: Linear regression fit parameters of the values of µex
i as a function of charge scaling

factor χ. The analytic expression to compute µex
i is: µex

i = A× χ+B. The values of A and
B shown in this table are in kJmol−1.

GAFF OPLS-AA
A B R2 A B R2

µex
MDEA -31.40 -13.39 0.963 -68.24 37.51 0.999

µex
MDEAH++HCO−

3

-1030.80 444.46 0.997 -988.89 440.99 0.998
µex
H3O++HCO−

3

-1392.01 620.51 0.997 -1392.01 620.51 0.997

Table S36: Linear regression fit parameters of the values of the equilibrium constant of the
MDEAH+ dissociation reaction (ln [KR3,des]) as a function of charge scaling factor χ. The
analytic expression to compute ln [KR3,des] is: ln [KR3,des] = A× χ+B.

A B R2

ln [KR3,des] (GAFF-only the ions are scaled) 139.24 -174.46 0.998
ln [KR3,des] (GAFF-the ions and MDEA are scaled) 175.48 -211.18 0.998
ln [KR3,des] (OPLS-AA-only the ions are scaled) 154.83 -180.62 0.998
ln [KR3,des] (OPLS-AA-the ions and MDEA are scaled) 181.02 -206.97 0.997
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